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Abstract. Three feeding strategies with different rules

for prey selectivity were evaluated by Monte Carlo com-

puter simulation. The predator must obtain a minimum

quantity of each of three different nutrients, and it sequen-

tially encounters one of three kinds of prey that differ in

both their nutrient compositions and their relative abun-

dances. Within patches, prey may be randomly dispersed

or aggregated with Markovian transition probabilities.

Overall cost is the sum of search time plus consumption
cost plus emigration (between-patch traverses) risk. The

predator will emigrate if it is unsuccessful in acquiring a

minimum of F units of any needed nutrient within the T
most recent prey encounters. The three strategies are ( 1 )

no discrimination with potentially high consumption

costs, (2) minimal consumption with potentially very

prolonged search times, and (3) a hybrid strategy that

requires a physiological monitoring of net nutrient acqui-

sition (or the bookkeeping of highly correlated gustatory

cues). Each strategy has its characteristic dynamics and

optima, but collectively these simulations show that no

one strategy is superior and that over a large portion of

the parameter space the differences in overall cost are

relatively small.

Introduction

This study uses computer simulation to examine the

consequences of different consumption (or foraging) rules

when a predator must obtain a minimum amount of three

different nutrients from prey that differ in their nutrient

composition and their abundance. Two basic questions

are addressed: ( 1 ) What kinds of decision rules are useful

for a predator with a nutrient-constrained diet, and how
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robust are these rules over the parameter space of the

model? (2) Whenprey are distributed in patches (in which

one kind of prey predominates), what foraging strategy

and which decision rules for leaving nonproductive

patches are superior?

This general model can be used for many species of

predator, but a particularly apposite example is that of an

omnivorous intertidal gastropod, moving randomly over

rocks with encrusting or sessile prey in an area where,

because of both accident and microgeographic variation,

one rock is colonized chiefly by barnacles, another by

algae, yet another by mussels, and so on. If individual

prey are refractory (like barnacles), the consumption costs

may be substantial compared to the search costs. The

gastropod emigrates by releasing its hold on the substrate

and allowing wave action to redeposit it at some distance

from the previous site; here the main cost of emigration

could be exposure to predation and the risk that no suit-

able site whatsoever is found, but these costs can be con-

verted into the currency of "time" commensurate with

the search and consumption costs. The omnivorous feed-

ing of intertidal gastropods has been extensively studied

(see Largen, 1967, and Vadas el ai, 1994, on the dog-

whelk, Nucella [= Thais]: Menge, 1974, on Acanthina:

Wood, 1968, on the oyster drill, Urosalpinx), although

direct evidence for nutrient-constrained diets in these spe-

cies is sparse. However, Speiser and Rowell-Rahier

( 1993) have found prey selectivity in a helicid snail, Ar-

ienta, a terrestrial relative of intertidal gastropods which

shares their proverbial locomotion rates.

In my simulations, the search for suitable prey is a

stochastic process (Oaten. 1977; Green, 1987) hence

replication is necessary to evaluate the different factors

in the experimental design. This model is intended to be

simple but general: simple in that there is no satiation,

no contests or competition for resources, and the predator
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encounters prospective prey as a consequence of simple

Markovian transition probabilities. The model is general

in that there are three dietary constraints with three kinds

of prey, and two parameters for prey distribution (relative

abundance and spatial aggregation).

In the past 20 years, many papers on foraging strategies

have been published, and it is not possible to review them

all. Pyke el til. (1977), Pyke (1984), and Real and Cameo

(1986) are good overviews; Pulliam (1974, 1975) suc-

cinctly introduces the key points addressed here; and see

the Discussion. Many of the recent papers have been

based on field studies, which augment the earlier theoreti-

cal and laboratory investigations. However, a survey of

the literature shows that studies of nutrient-constrained

diets seemingly are under-represented (Westoby, 1978;

Belovsky, 1990). There are probably two main reasons

for this. First, for many species, nutrient considerations

are not important the predator may be essentially mo-

nophagous, or if not, it may fulfill all its nutritional needs

by serendipitously consuming prey with complementary
nutrients without requiring specific adaptations for prey

discrimination. Second, it is much more difficult to assay

an array of nutrient compositions within prey species and

then to demonstrate that the differences in acquisition

rates of these nutrients have significant physiological ef-

fects on a predator than it is to measure total calories

consumed or tabulate search and handling times.

Methods and Experimental Design

In all the simulations described here, there are three

nutrients and the forager is required to obtain a minimum
amount [MR] of each kind. There are three species. Prey 1,

Prey2, and Prey3, and every individual of each species

has the same total number of nutrient units summed over

the three kinds, but the experimental parameter, , deter-

mines the composition of the nutrients within each spe-

cies. Thus we have a nutrient matrix, where K desig-

nates the mean nutrient level per individual in arbitrary

units in all the simulations the three nutrients are scaled

to this common factor:

Preyl

Prey2

Prey3

Nutrient 1

(1 + OK
(1 -OK

K

Nutrient2

K
(1 + OK
( 1

- OK

Nutrient3

(1
- OK
K

(1 + OK

The range of is from (all prey have K units of each

nutrient) to 1 (each prey type has 2K units of one nutrient,

and K and of the other two). Wealso permit to have

negative values in the range of to 1, and this specifies

the following matrix:

Preyl

Prey2

Prey 3

Nutrient 1
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= 0). With equal abundances (6 = so all p,
=

'/,) and

marked nutrient disparities, costs will usually be close to

minimal as well, but stochastic variation in encounters

will occasionally engender markedly higher costs. (This

situation would be reversed of course, if the nutrient com-

positions were random variables and the prey encounters

were strictly deterministic.) Therefore, to avoid the prolif-

eration of experimental treatments, the two parameters

are usually varied as pairs, with = d = D (the disparity

index), with -0.9 s D s +0.9.

Studies on intertidal species, as well as many other

field studies, have shown that in nature species are usually

not distributed independently, but tend to be clumped or

aggregated. (More rarely, prey may be overdispersed, but

this is a beneficial situation for foragers with incompletely

substitutable resources.) If the prey are distributed inde-

pendently, then random encounters may be simulated by

repeatedly generating a pseudo-random variable uni-

formly distributed on the interval [0,1] and by designating

the prey type encountered in conformance to the within-

patch abundances |p,, p : , p,]. For aggregated prey, the

encounter procedure employs the first-order Markov pro-

cess defined by the following matrix:
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forager is confronted with superfluous prey. The most

interesting case is where Search Cost (/? s ) < Consumption
Costs (/3 C ) < Traversal Cost (/3 T ). For the general case,

the search cost is 1 in arbitrary "time" units and the

other two costs are arbitrary multiples of this unit, but

this entails a two-dimensional parameter space for the

weighting function. To simplify the experimental design,
the following assignments are used:

Cost Parameter:

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

0c

2

3

5

4

9

25

Cost =
fi s (prey encountered) + /3 C (prey consumed) +

(3 T (patches traversed).

The complete model includes all the parameters men-

tioned above all applicable to each consumption rule

and this implies a seven-dimensional space generated by
the vector [6. , R, F, T, /3 C , /3 T ]; even if the computational
limitations were not a factor, it would not be possible to

visualize the results for the fully realized model.

In all experiments, the number of replications is 100

(see Appendix Bt.

Results

Single-patch foraging without aggregation

Although the stochastic results are central to this study,
it is useful to begin by comparing the deterministic and

stochastic (independent trials) costs, the former serving
as a baseline. In the deterministic case, the prey are en-

countered and consumed within each small time interval

in direct proportion to their abundance. The number of

prey consumed by a "deterministic" TAKE-ALL predator
confined to a single patch is, when both 6 and are

positive and both are equal to D, equal to

^ mm

When either or both b and have negative values, the

deterministic consumption costs are the same. For the

case where
\

6
\

=
\ \ eq D, the total prey consumed

is

Nmm/(l
- D:

) (2)

For example, if 6 = = 0.9, then 66 prey must be

eaten [30/(1
-

2(0.81)73) =
(307(0.46)]. For those cases

where either 6 or or both = -0.9, 159 prey (307

(1
- 0.81) are required a more than fivefold increase

over Nmm.

A forager in stochastic environments where b = 0.9

and = 0.9 consumes an average of 162 prey (cf. 159

above), whereas if both parameters = -0.9, the average
rises to 186 prey. Although a predator will occasionally do

better with stochastic encounters than with deterministic

encounters, over the long run the latter has lower mean
costs. A comparison of the stochastic and deterministic

case for TAKE-ALL foraging over all combinations 6, =

0.3. 0.5. 0.7. and 0.9 showed that the number of

prey eaten in the stochastic case is greater by 12% (both

b, > 0), 9% (6 > 0; < 0), 6% (6 < 0; > 0) and

29% (both 6, < 0) than in the corresponding determinis-

tic case.

The SELECTIVE predator always consumes Nmin
= 30

prey but for any pair of 6 and , it must encounter more

prey than the TAKE-ALL predator, with much larger num-

bers for extreme disparities. For example, for D = -0.9,

the average number of prey encountered is 354, a more
than tenfold increase over N, mn . High consumption costs

favor the SELECTIVE tactic and low consumption costs

favor the TAKE-ALL strategy.

For deterministic encounters where 6 = = D < 1,

the SELECTIVE (abbreviated SEL) predator encounters Nmin 7

(1
-

|

D
|

) prey and consumes Nmin prey. The TAKE-ALL

(abbreviated T-A) predator encounters and consumes

Nmm/(l
- D|

:

) prey. For both, Cost = Cs + Cc =
(3 S

X prey encountered + /? c x prey consumed, and with /J s
t .

Cost SEL
= Nmm[l/(l

-
|D|) + /3c] (3)

Cost T . A = Nmm[(l + C )/(1
- D :

)] (4)

These costs are the same for the trivial case, D =

0, but the two expressions are otherwise quite different.

However, in this specific case, the "cross-over" value

for 73 C , designated ft (for /3C < 0$, Cost T. A < Cost SEL :

for C > ft. Cost T. A > Cost SEL ) is

ft = 1/|D| (5)

This simple relation is unexpected because for other

combinations of 6 and the algebraic expressions are

messy. This concise result is partially deceptive, however,

for although it shows that for values of D near zero, the

TAKE-ALL strategy is superior to the SELECTIVE strategy

over a wide range of /3 C . a graph of the costs of the two

strategies versus j3 c (Eqs. 3 and 4) for small D shows

that the two lines are nearly coincident, and therefore the

superiority of TAKE-ALL is inconsequential (because both

kinds of predator encounter and consume close to Nmin
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prey). What is important is the converse conclusion: it D
is greater than 0.5, then SELECTIVE will be superior when-

ever p c is greater than 2, and for even larger disparity

values, the SELECTIVE strategy will always be preferred

unless the consumption cost is almost as low as the search

cost.

Over a range from moderate to extreme disparities in

nutrient composition and abundance and with different

levels of the Cost parameter, there is no single optimal

consumption [TAKE- ALL vs. SELECTIVE] strategy. For any

particular prey and predator species, the nutrient disparity

() among the different prey is likely to be relatively

invariant over ecological time, and consumption costs

will usually be nearly constant. But certainly the prey

abundances [6] can vary widely (in this sense perhaps f) c

rather than /3 S should be fixed in the experimental design,

but the distinction is arbitrary; moreover, /3 C can encom-

pass secondary considerations such as increased predation

risk while eating which would not necessarily be con-

stant over all localities).

Because either the SELECTIVE or TAKE-ALL rules can

incur very high costs depending on 6 and and the relative

search and consumption costs, these experiments include

a third strategy that might reduce the risk of large costs

by being a hybrid between the TAKE-ALL and SELECTIVE

rules. This hybrid is the THRESHOLDstrategy whereby the

predator initially adopts a TAKE-ALL strategy but. once it

has acquired a threshold amount of a specific nutrient, it

will no longer eat the prey type which is highest in that

nutrient. Usually the threshold value is set to 1.25 -MR.

If it were equal to MR (240 units), this third strategy

would resemble closely but not be identical to the

SELECTIVE strategy: if much higher, it would resemble the

TAKE-ALL strategy. An extensive analysis of the determin-

istic case is not warranted, but to illustrate the analytical

impediments, the deterministic expression for the THRESH-

OLD (abbreviated THR) strategy where the threshold =

MRand b = = D < (the simplest case algebraically!)

is

Prey encountered

**nun

8D: - +2

Prey consumed = Nm
6D:

2D2

)(2

ID + 2

D

2D2

)(2 D|)J
<6b)

Figure 1 displays the results of the stochastic simula-

tions for the three strategies where 6 = = D = 0.3,

0.6, and 0.9 with Cost Parameter = Medium (f) c =

3). Also shown are the average costs for the 5% most-

costly replications (i.e., the "worst 5" of the 100 repli-

700 -

5 500
Q
III

300
O

100

[
5% T-A = 954

]

O
D

-0.9 -0.6 -0.3 0.3 0.6 0.9

NUTRIENTAND ABUNDANCEDISPARITY (D)

Figure 1. Costs incurred over different prey abundances and nutri-

ent compositions (D) by the three strategies in stochastic single-patch

foraging. The lines (dotted = TAKE ALL; solid = SELECTIVE; dashed =

THRESHOLD)connect the mean costs of 10 independent simulations each

comprising 100 replicates. The symbols (circles = TAKE-ALL; squares
= SELECTIVE; diamonds = THRESHOLD) designate the average of the

costs incurred by the 5 replicates with the highest costs ("High 5%").

cations). Clearly, there is no unconditionally superior

strategy.

Pre\ aggregation

In the analysis above the prey are encountered as an

independent trials process; the aggregation parameter, R,

alters the probabilities of the transition matrix. Although
the stationary vector of the Markov process is the same

as the independent trials process, Figure 2 illustrates that

clumping with R = 2 or R = 4 increases the search times

with the greatest effect on the SELECTIVE and THRESHOLD

predator. A more detailed comparison between TAKE-ALL

and SELECTIVE is given in Table I; the first entry within

each cell is the average cost for the TAKE-ALL simulations

and the second for SELECTIVE simulations. These data

show that increasing R has a larger effect on the SELEC-

TIVE predator.

Higher R values increase the costs for the single-patch

simulations because the greater number of successive en-

counters with the abundant prey delays the needed acqui-

sition of the scarce nutrients. The mean run-length for

prey is equal to l/( 1 TT,,) where the TT,, are the diagonal

elements of the transition matrix. The mean run-length

for the most abundant prey (i
= c) within a patch (L c )

is, for 6 > 0:

(Distribution I) Lc =

(Distribution II) Lc =

3R
- and, for 6 < 0, (7)

3R

2(1
-

\b\)

(8)
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AGGREGATION[R] and DISPARITY INDEX [D]

Figure 2. Mean number of prey encountered by predators adopting one of three strategies for single-

patch foraging. The data for the different aggregation indices, R, equal to 1, 2, or 4, are nested within the

different disparity indices, D = 0.3. 0.6, and 0.9. Hatched bars = TAKE-ALL; open bars = SELECTIVE;

solid bars = THRESHOLD.

For the rarest prey, for both Distribution I and II,

3R
LR =

2 +
(9)

Because \6\ < 1, we have the corresponding ranges for

L c and L R :

I: 1.5 R < L c < 3 R II: 1.5 R < Lc < oo

I. II: R < L R < 1.5 R

From the above inequalities, it is apparent that (a) for any

TT,,, the average run length is proportional to R, which

can be arbitrarily large; (b) for a given R, the value of 6

has little effect on L R ; and (c) 6 has only a modest effect

on Lc for Distribution I, but for Distribution II. Lc will

attain very high values if \6 is near 1 even if R is not

especially large. And of course, high values for Lc mean

a "long wait" for the scarce prey type.

To encapsulate the results for the single-patch case, I

tabulated the costs incurred by the three strategies over

9 combinations of the aggregation index (R = 1,2, and

4) and Cost parameter (Low, Medium, and High) crossed

Table I

Single-patch foraging: Comparison of TAKE-ALL and SELECTIVE strategies over three values of R and si.\ values of the disparity index. D (n 100

for all simulations)

Cost Parameter = LOW Cost Parameter = HIGH

D
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with 6 values of the disparity index, D, giving 56 compari-

sons. I also included another 27 "worst case" compari-

sons [using the means of the 5 most costly replications

for each strategy] over D = -0.6, +0.9, -0.9 and the

three R values and the three Cost indices as above. For

each comparison, a tie was declared if the average costs

of the greatest and least of the three strategies differed

by less than 3% (see Appendix B), and if the extremes

of the "High 5%" differed by less than 6%.

Lowest Cost

(best strategy)
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Table II

Mean costs (Cost parameter = Medium: R = 1} for different

emigration parameters (F, T) and disparity indices (D)

Emigration Parameters [F. T]
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Figure 4. Mean number of emigrations versus average costs for three strategies (symbols same as

Figures 1,3).

points (all for single-patch foragers) that are off-scale;

their values and their ratios (5% mean/overall mean) are

TAKE-ALL: 490/283 = 1.73, 1200/877 = 1.37; SELECTIVE:

1185/425 == 2.79, 1495/639 == 2.34: and THRESHOLD:

1384/455 = 3.04. 1347/640 = 2.10.

This effect is also seen if the high 5 r
/c are substituted

for the bottom row (D = -0.9) values of Table I that

show uniform superiority of SELECTIVE over TAKE-ALL;

the values with (*) are exceptions to this pattern.

Cost Parameter

Low
Medium

High
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Table III

Average number of emigrations for different rallies of V for T = 4 over f> value* of the disparity index. D

D =
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Figure 5. Mean costs versus "High 57r" for the three strategies. R = 4; F = 8; T = 4. Symbols same

as Figures 1, 3. with open symbols = single-patch and solid symbols =
multiple-patch. D = 0.3, 0.6,

and 0.9 (multiple-patch only).

the capability to monitor nutrient intake more promptly
but indirectly by relying on correlated gustatory or olfac-

tory cues.

In light of the above contention, it is helpful to summa-

rize a series of laboratory experiments performed over a

number of years using rats subjected to suboptimal diets.

Richter et ul. (1938) showed that laboratory rats given

the opportunity to select from a variety of foods (olive

oil, casein, sucrose, cod liver oil, wheat germ oil, yeast,

and four inorganic salts all supplied in excess) had the

same weight-gain, longevity, and fecundity as those raised

on the best commercial diets, while actually consuming
a lower total weight of food. In the authors' words, the

rats had a "special appetite not only for salt and sugar, but

for protein, carbohydrate, sodium, calcium, phosphorus,

potassium and . . . [vitamins]." Morrison ( 1974) demon-

strated that well-fed rats typically demonstrated a prefer-

ence for novelty in their diets, even for substances that

ranked very low in palatability (as ranked in prior studies

in which alternatives were supplied ad libitum).

Rodgers and Rozin (1966) demonstrated that thiamine-

deficient rats sought novelty in their diets at a higher level

than nondeficient rats, even though previous dichotomous

choice experiments had shown that thiamine-deticient rats

were unable to detect (or at least did not prefer) a thia-

mine-supplemented diet item over one lacking in thia-

mine. Rodgers ( 1967) concluded that "there are a rather

large number of needed vitamins and minerals, and it

is unreasonable to attribute to the animal the ability to

recognize the taste or smell of all of these, as would be

required if all specific hungers [his term for prey selectiv-

ity] were unlearned." Consequently, his diet-choice ex-

periments suggest that an inherent bias for novelty in the

diet is enhanced when animals are lacking in one or more

important nutritional components.
Rozin (1969) has postulated that the preference for

novelty is actually an aversion to the food previously

consumed, which the rat perceives as being responsible

for its decline in vigor. His results corroborated earlier

work on rats with vitamin B-complex deficiencies. Hams
et al. ( 1933) showed that rats could not detect which one

of six foods contained the necessary vitamin supplement,

but characteristically ate one or two different alternatives

on successive days, with all six eventually being con-

sumed in roughly the same amounts. They concluded that

"the ability of the vitamin B-depleted rat to discriminate

between diets containing the vitamin and those deficient

in it depends not on vague instinct but on an association

between the distinctive character of the diet . . . and an

experience of prompt beneficial gains . . . which follow

immediately [!?] on its consumption."
5. This model does not take into account predator sati-

ation, prey depletion, or time constraints (Stephens and

Krebs, 1986: Brown and Mitchell, 1989; Ward, 1993b).

Satiation imposes an upper limit on a TAKE-ALL predator,

and time constraints would limit the number of prey en-

counters for SELECTIVE and THRESHOLD.A satiated TAKE-

ALL predator is likely to behave like a THRESHOLDpreda-

tor; a SELECTIVE (or THRESHOLD)predator will probably

become less discriminating if its foraging time is fre-

quently restricted by extrinsic factors. Species typically

subjected to rigorous environmental fluctuations may
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have to substitute local [subjuptimal solutions for the

globally optimal one (Ward, 1993a, b); his example is

oystercatchers, whose prey show intertidal zonation and

therefore prey choice is adversely curtailed by tidal cy-

cles. Prey depletion within patches can be accommodated

within this model because rate of nutrient gain will neces-

sarily decrease as prey are depleted, triggering emigration

as specified by T and F (see Brown and Mitchell, 1989;

Mitchell, 1990). In sum, the limitations of this model are

ones suggested by common sense. If a TAKE-ALL predator

typically consumes between 35 and 50 prey, it is unlikely

that it could eat 150 to 200 or more prey within a compa-
rable time period when faced with an extremely disadvan-

tageous prey distribution. In this case the outcomes might

be reduced fitness, or reversion to an escape behavior

such as diapause or migration, or a change in feeding

strategy (the TAKE-ALL predator imitates a SELECTIVE one).

It is also reasonable to suppose that a SELECTIVE predator,

despite its instinct to eat a fixed [small] number of prey,

would eventually eat previously rejected prey after ex-

tended searches failed to find the few rare prey that mini-

mized consumption costs.

Conclusions

These simulations show that the three foraging strate-

gies are relatively insensitive to variation in T and F
(Tables II and III), provided neither value is very small

or very large. However, the strategies have different op-

tima for these values, and therefore each kind of predator

would be likely to adopt different T and F values since

these are not fixed by the environment, unlike f>, . and

R (see Green, 1987). For example, a TAKE-ALL predator

would be expected to employ a higher F value than a

SELECTIVE one.

Both R and b are likely to vary over an organism's

feeding season and, more importantly, 6 (and probably

R) will be different in successive patches visited by each

predator. These simulations had fixed (within an experi-

ment) values for 6, , and R. but overall the strategies

were evaluated over a range of b (as D) values. In the

field, patch sizes will vary, but in this model prey are not

depleted, so all patches are large relative to their diminu-

tion by consumption. Collectively, these simulations

show that T, F are generally robust over a range of relative

prey abundances; that is, a particular pair of values for T
and F that are appropriate for habitats with high abun-

dance disparities will adequately serve the predator in

low-disparity environments.

The consequences of increased prey aggregation

(higher R) are dichotomous: Figure 2 and Table I show

that higher R values consistently increase costs for preda-

tors confined to just one patch, especially for SELECTIVE

foragers; with emigration, however, higher R values may
shorten the time needed to acquire just the one needed

prey. If very high R values are common, a species should

decrease its memory window (T), thereby expediting emi-

gration from patches that are no longer productive. As

pointed out earlier. Table III shows relatively small effect

of different R when T = 4; but when T = 1 (F = 8; Cost

factor = Medium), a comparision of costs (over six values

of D) for all three strategies reveals that the total costs

for R = 1 are greater than for R = 4 in 15 cases, and are

less in only 3. Moreover, a patch in which the prey have

a low b in conjunction with a large R may mimic a patch

with much higher b and no aggregation (independent en-

counters). Although there are exceptions, the general con-

clusion is that the deleterious effect of high R on single-

patch foraging becomes a mild advantage for multiple-

patch foraging.

There are two primary considerations in evaluating the

different strategies. ( 1 ) How consistently does a strategy

minimize costs within patches. (2) How robust is a strat-

egy in keeping emigrations at a close-to-optimum number

for given F, T over a range of environmentally determined

values for b. , and R.

The quantitative results support the intuitive general-

ization that for all three strategies, predators should re-

main in the initial patch if all three prey are common,
and should emigrate promptly from patches with high

disparities once they have exploited the most abundant

prey. The analysis may be extended by the following

consideration: for any strategy with given d, , and (3 T ,

the predator should either remain in the original patch and

incur no traversal costs, or should emigrate to successive

patches without modifying the emigration criteria, be-

cause the patch transition probabilities are independent

of previous patches visited (see McNamara et ai, 1993).

If emigration to a new patch has an expectation of lower

overall costs than remaining in the original patch, then F

and T should depend only on which strategy is employed,
not the on values of b and R. A predator is unlikely to

find markedly different values of from patch to patch

(but nutrient compositions could vary over locality and

season).

For single-patch foraging, with high D values and mod-

erate to large search costs, SELECTIVE is superior to TAKE-

ALL. The THRESHOLDstrategy, although almost always

second-best by a small margin to either SELECTIVE or

TAKE-ALL, seems to be a workable compromise (see Fig-

ures 1 and 2).

For multiple-patch foraging, from an analysis of the

cases for D = +1.0 or 1.0, we can generalize to cases

of intermediate disparities. Consider first the case for D
= 1.0 (each patch is monotypic with completely exclu-

sionary nutrient constitutions). The number of prey en-
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countered and eaten for TAKE-ALL will be 30 + 4.5T,

and for SELECTIVE will be 30 eaten and 30.0 + 4.5T

encountered. The THRESHOLDwill be similar to TAKE-ALL.

Emigration is a necessity and occurs promptly; the costs

are therefore lower than for cases with intermediate values

of D.

For the case in which D +1.0, the predator needs

to exploit only two different patches. The deterministic

TAKE-ALL predator will encounter and eat 39.4 + 1.5T

prey. The deterministic SELECTIVE predator will eat 30

prey while encountering 52.5 + 1.5T prey (and the

THRESHOLDpredator will be intermediate).

For negative D in Table III, the average number of

emigrations is close to 4.5 as theory predicts, but for

positive D, the values are usually higher than 1.5. This

is a consequence of the fact that even if the second patch

is favorable (its most abundant prey is highest in the

needed nutrient), there is a probability of (2
- D)/6 that

the predator will initially encounter superfluous prey and

then "mistakenly" emigrate from the patch.

When emigration is an option, for all three strategies

over all combinations of parameters (including F and T).

the total prey encountered is within the range of 30 to

48. This is an important point that supports the conclusion

that nearly optimal foraging can be obtained with more

than one foraging rule. Consider two cases for multiple

patch foraging:

I. Immediate Emigration (T = 1; F = 8; these values

specify that the predator must emigrate if it fails to acquire

at each encounter at least one needed nutrient at a rate

equal to its average value over all prey types). These

means are taken over all D (0.3, 0.6, 0.9):

TAKE-ALL: 43.9 eaten and encountered

SELECTIVE: 30 eaten and 43 encountered

THRESHOLD: 39 eaten and 44.5 encountered

The TAKE-ALL predator encounters more prey than does

the SELECTIVE predator, but emigrates less often, which

can offset the apparent inferiority of the TAKE-ALL strategy

seen above (e.g., for D = 0.9, the average number of

emigrations is 5.0 for TAKE-ALL and 9.7 for SELECTIVE).

II. Moderate Time Window (T = 4); the means are

taken over F = 16, 8, 4, and over all six values of D:

TAKE-ALL: 41.6 eaten and encountered (rnin =

32.5; max = 52.0)

SELECTIVE: 30 eaten and 45.5 encountered (min
= 39.5; max = 49.1)

THRESHOLD: 36.5 eaten (min = 32.5; max = 39.5)

and 45.7 encountered (min = 32.5;

max = 55.5)

The minimum and maximum values for consumption and

encounters are also indicated above. The THRESHOLD

predator seems inferior to SELECTIVE, but the former has

markedly lower average emigration rates (THRESHOLD=

3.2; SELECTIVE = 5.6).

The THRESHOLDstrategy seems to be an effective and

feasible (that is, biologically obtainable) tactic (Figs. 3,

4. and 5 ). The extent to which animals in the wild have

adopted this "rarely optimal but often nearly optimal"

strategy (see Real and Caraco, 1986; Ball, 1994; Ward,

1992. 1993a, b) remains an open question. Given the

inherent stochasticity of the foraging process and the fact

that throughout much of the parameter space the three

foraging strategies dictate similar behavior, this question

may be difficult to answer.
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Appendix A

In all the experiments, d and have the same value

(-0.9 < D < +0.9). Although the nutrient and abundance

matrices are mathematically equivalent, in the stochastic

case, a given nutrient disparity is more costly to the preda-

tor than a comparable abundance disparity. For example.

Table A

The effect of different nutrient [] and abundance [6] disparities. F =

8; T = 4: the main entries are the means of (I) prey consumed, (2)

prey encountered, and (3) emigrations

Strategy
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if d = -0.3 and = -0.7, a TAKE-ALL predator (in a

single patch) will consume 45.0 prey; it d = -0.7 and

= 0.3, then only 40.5 prey will be eaten.

In 24 such comparisons where d =
|, 19 of these

had greater costs when || > |6|, and the remaining

five were ties. This general pattern also applies to the

SELECTIVE and THRESHOLDpredators. This is a conse-

quence of the fact that if there is marked nutrient disparity

but equal abundances, the predator is still subject to sto-

chastic variation in encounters, whereas if abundances are

disparate but prey are equivalent, there will be no devia-

tion from the minimum number.

For multiple-patch foraging. Table A displays data for

two additional cases, where 6 = - = 0.9. Overall, the

data in the inner columns are similar to those in the outer

columns for which 6 = = +0.9 and 6 = = -0.9. The

small differences confirm that the nutrient diparity is more

costly than an equivalent abundance disparity.

In conclusion, the restriction of the parameter space

for spatial distribution and nutrient composition to those

values of b = = 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 does not compromise
the generality of the interpretations.

Appendix B

The data in this paper are averages of 100 replicate

runs each starting with a unique seed. Because of the

variability from one replicate to another (which is the

reason that the worst 5 of 100 replicates have much

greater costs than the overall average), it is important to

estimate the intrinsic variability between "runs." Tables

Bl (for single-patch) and B2 (for multiple-patch) give the

results of 10 repetitions of the "n = 100" simulations.

These tables provide the basis for judging whether dif-

ferent parameter sets give significantly different results.

The means (x) from the 10 replicate simulations have a

r-distribution with 9 degrees of freedom, with standard

deviation 5. The 5% significance level for the difference

of the means is equal to 2.2 (t with 18 degrees of freedom)

times the 5 value: i.e.. if xl x2 is >2.2.v, then the means

are significantly different. For most of the simulations, s

is roughly proportional to the means; therefore, if two

means differ by more than 3% (average CV approxi-

mately 1.2 for single-patch foraging) or 6% (average CV
approximately 1.8 for multiple-patch foraging), the two

costs are considered to be significantly different.

Table Bl

SINGLE-PATCH: Means, standard deviations, and coefficients of variation I in %) of foraging costs (Cost parameter = Medium) for 10 replicate

simulations, each consisting of 100 independent trials: R = 1

D
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Table B2

MULTIPLE-PATCH: Means, standard deviations, and coefficients of variation (in %) of foraging costs fCost parameter = Medium) for 10

replicate simulations, each consisting of 100 independent trials: F = 8; T = 4; R = 4

D


